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A smaller than average group, missing several of our regulars, chatted and were 
finishing lunch when club president JEREMIAH WILLIAMS called the meeting to order. 
TERRY MCGRATH led off the pledge of allegiance. JEREMIAH led us in singing “God 
Bless America” and followed with a prayer. 
 
He announced that KEN WILIAMS died in late April after extended illness. A memorial 
service is being planned. PAT GLATTKE announced that a brick with KEN’s name will 
be set at Kiwanis Family House. She began collecting donations toward the purchase of 
a $100 brick. KEN was a former Lieutenant Governor and a member of North Modesto 
Kiwanis for about 30 years. 
 
PAT GLATTKE surveyed the room and declared that “everyone in the room that is 
available” has signed up to work at the Omelet Breakfast on June 3rd. TERRY 
MCGRATH said that AL MENSHEW’s record number of breakfast ticket sales has 
been surpassed by JOHN THOMING. Actually JOHN has sold 30 more tickets! Who 
can outsell JOHN? 
 
We will be preparing pancakes as well as omelets at the Omelet Breakfast. RON 
FREITAS and DAN FITZGERALD will apply their expertise to the usual cooking tasks. 
JEREMIAH said a July 4th parade planning meeting was held Monday and another 
would be held immediately following this meeting.  
 
MARGARET TRAMMELL announced that she and JOY SWICK had been 
streetwalking again. They were shaking their booties with notable success. It was the 
annual Modesto Bee Kids Day solicitation. They together collected about $250! Quite 
remarkable considering that this year contributors weren’t even given a copy of the Bee! 
The proceeds go to local charities. Great going gals! 
 
There was a flurry of happy and sad bucks. 
JOYCE AAKERLUND gave 5 happy bucks, not sure why.  
 
JIM MESQUIT tossed in a happy buck. Glad to be with the group. 
 
PAT GLATTKE announced that the Friends of the Library sponsored used book sale 
generated $4,000 in sales last Saturday. Great fun. Wife and I replaced most of the 
books we donated. 
 
HAROLD PETERSON disclosed that he would be delivering a “young woman” to the 
home of JOHN HERTLE at 4:30 this afternoon. JOHN quickly clarified that the 
mentioned woman is a deputy district attorney named JENNIFER. He will be taking her 
to catch a flight from SFO. Since when does JOHN provide personal chauffeur service? 
 
MR. HERTLE had a birthday. He contributed $20 and Harold let out the first screech as 
we ripped off our traditional birthday squeal. We did miss CRAIG HAUPT. 
 



Mr. Scrooge, AKA HUGH BRERETON donated 10 percent of his income tax refund. 
The refund was $1 so we got one thin dime. 
 
 
TERRY MCGRATH said he went to visit a friend who is afflicted with Alzheimer’s 
disease. TERRY was shocked to find that SHERM PETERSEN, a former club member, 
is also afflicted and also a resident of Valley Comfort Care Center. 
 
NAN JACOBS name was drawn but “you snooze you lose” so the second ticket pulled 
out JEREMIAH who gave his winnings, a bottle of sparkling cider, to our speaker. 
 
The presenter was CRAIG ORONA of Sierra Vista. After giving up on his audio/visual 
show Craig gave a fine description of the many services of the agency which has a 
budget of $6 million in just two counties. 
 
Jerry Jackman 
Scribe 

  


